SIRS Discoverer provides selected full-text articles that support grades K-9. Every article has a summary and a reading level. SIRS Discoverer’s special features include biographies, over 3000 maps, country studies and an encyclopedia.

SIRS Discoverer features include:
- All articles are full-text.
- Three ways to search:
  - Subject heading
  - Keyword
  - Browse subject tree
- Biographies of nearly 2000 famous and notable people
- Country Facts of nearly 200 countries plus every US State and Canadian Province.
- Pictures
- Over 3000 printable maps including:
  - US and World historical (i.e. Civil War maps)
  - Outline
  - Nations and Regions
- SIRS stands for “Social Issues Resources Series”
- Most articles have two reading levels
  - Lexile—matches reader ability and text difficulty
  - Editorially assigned—look at subject matter, depth of coverage and Flesch Reading Ease scale.

To Access SIRS Discoverer:
- Go to SD State Library website (http://library.sd.gov)
- Click Online Resources: Complete Listing
- Click SIRS Discoverer
- Enter your Library Barcode and Password

Webfind includes selected, reviewed websites that are reading leveled

Reference includes Current Events, World Almanac for Kids, Spotlight of the Month and Encyclopedia Britannica

Provided by the South Dakota State Library and Institute of Museum and Library Services.
Tabs sort results

Click on Source & Summary for citation info

See the features of every article at a glance—this article has a photo and an activity

Searchable photos

Science Fair Explorer includes:
- Explore science fair topics
- Includes complete projects

Mythical Creatures Revealed

If you have any questions about using this resource, contact a South Dakota Librarian.